Virtual Risk Manager®
This platform helps clients build a road safety management
system into their operating DNA.
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Munich Re‘s Smart Mobility program is a
simple approach to the complex issues
surrounding auto risks. It delivers
customized technology-driven risk
management solutions (including Virtual
Risk Manager) to help mitigate our clients‘
auto losses and prepare for the future of
mobility.

Product summary
Virtual Risk Manager by eDriving, LLC is a
holistic infrastructure to improve long-term
driver safety. It facilitates safety leadership at
all management tiers by proactively identifying
at-risk drivers through the integration of
incident and collision, telematics, license check
and other data universes. The platform, whitelabeled with your brand, creates risk reduction
plans for high-risk drivers and identifies the
safest drivers for recognition. It delivers stateof-the-art training and assessment materials
directly to drivers/managers on a global scale.

Process
Virtual Risk Manager reinforces missioncritical, non-negotiable policies and
standards designed to keep drivers (and the
community) safe while driving for work
purposes. It performs a ‘proactive’

RoadRISK® driver/organization selfassessment and gap analysis that identifies
the most at-risk drivers. The driver’s data is
integrated from the Mentorsm smart-phone
app, a vehicle installed dongle, or your existing
fleet management system, to develop a
DriverINDEX score – an objective evaluation of
individual driver performance. The
conclusions derived from the DriverINDEX
score lead to specific training modules
targeting identified risk exposures and aiding
in best practice awareness. All data points are
captured in one platform, allowing the
manager to monitor performance, oversee
driver training and benchmark against internal
and external performance analytics.

Benefits
The platform complies and/or exceeds
international best practices, such as ANSI Z15
and ISO 39001.
Virtual Risk Manager creates a platform for
continuous improvement of the risk and
liability exposures faced by your organization,
persons driving for work and the community
at large.
To learn more contact your account
representative today or see us at
munichreus.ly/smartmobility and fuel up!

